Housekeeping

- Participant phone lines will be muted.
- Presentation slides will be sent to states following the presentation.
- Participants may ask questions throughout the session via the Q&A box. General questions may be answered; specific questions may be answered following the event (answer to be sent via 21st CCLC listserv).
- If you cannot hear or view the presentation for any reason, please send an email with your contact phone number to DARYN.HEDLUND@ED.GOV, and type “Webinar issue” in the subject heading.
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21st Century Community Learning Centers

NATIONAL MEETINGS
21st CCLC Meetings in 2015

Beyond School Hours, Foundations, Inc.
Orlando, FL
February 18-21, 2015

- Session dates to be confirmed by early November
- States will be solicited for convening topics
21st CCLC Meetings in 2015

Summer Institute in 2015

- Confirmed location and date will be shared by early November
- Fewer In-person Attendees
- Planning for multiple virtual means of participation and session presentation (webcast, Skype, etc.)
- States will be solicited for planning support, convening topics
21st Century Community Learning Centers

RETIREMENT OF PPICS
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Retirement of PPICS

The 21st CCLC Profile and Performance Information Collection System will shut down on Friday, October 10, 2014 at 5:00 PM Eastern.
Retirement of PPICS:

On June 13, 2014, ED shared:

- The deadlines would not change
- Method for submitting data WILL change after 10/10/14
- We recommended submitting data sooner than the original scheduled deadlines, to the extent feasible.
Retirement of PPICS:

On June 13, 2014, ED strongly recommended that:

- “upload” States submit data prior to 10/10/14, to the extent feasible;
- all States meet the original scheduled deadlines that occur prior to 10/10/14;
Retirement of PPICS:

On June 13, 2014, ED strongly recommended that:

- submit as much data as possible for those APR sections that are officially due in November and December 2014.
  - New Grantee Profile record files and associated data for awards made through June 2014
  - Competition Overview module updates for competitions held through June 2014
  - State certification
  - State Activities module update
Retirement of PPICS:

On June 13, 2014, ED strongly recommended that:

- Before or by October 10, 2014, for States that need PPICS versions of historical data (PPICS-generated reports) for their own purposes, should download and/or print these data.

- The date by which historical information will become available after PPICS retirement has yet to be determined.
UPDATES to PPICS Close-out

PPICS will be closed on October 10, 2014, at 5:00pm Eastern Time.
UPDATES to PPICS Close-out

After 5:00pm ET on October 10th:

Generally, it will not be possible for states to access their 21st CCLC data previously entered in PPICS.

Exception: States that chose the “Upload” method for reporting APR 2014 data.
UPDATES to PPICS Close-out

After 5:00pm ET on October 10th:

Sub-grantees will not be able to access PPICS pages after PPICS is closed.
UPDATES to PPICS Close-out

After 5:00pm ET on October 10th:

The PPICS Help Desk will be offline (email and phone).
UPDATES to PPICS Close-out

Between October 10th and (approximately) October 20th, Matt Vinson and Nicole Adams will continue to work directly with states that chose to upload APR 2014 data.

More instruction will be sent directly to states that have chosen to upload data. Expect an email within the next week.
UPDATES to PPICS Close-out

For states uploading data, earlier is better.
UPDATES to PPICS Close-out

If any of your state’s *uploaded files* are not reviewed, approved, and uploaded into the PPICS database prior to file transfer to the new contractor, they will be transferred in raw format to the new contractor with notes concerning their status.
How do I get my data?

- States interested in archiving data should visit the PPICS Reports page and/or the PPICS Export Data page prior to October 10.

- All Competition, State Activities, Grantee Profile, and APR data are available for download as individual spreadsheets.

- States that download data from the Export Data page should download the Data Element Capture Lists (DECLs). It may also be useful to download the APR Validation guide.
Retirement of PPICS: Closeout Updates

Before 5:00pm on October 10th:

- Finish ALL work that must be done via the PPICS interface
- Archive your data (Excel or csv format)
- Download all supporting documents from PPICS (PDF and/or Word)
- Download any PPICS reports (PDF)
- Clarify any questions regarding your data or how to interpret your data
Retirement of PPICS: Where to Direct Technical Questions

- Toll-free phone: 1-866-356-2711
- 21stcclc@contact.learningpt.org
RETIREMENT OF PPICS: FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Retirement: Frequently Asked Questions

Will we be able to access archived PPICS data after the system closes?

Yes, but not immediately, and the method by which this data may be accessed is not yet determined. We strongly encourage states to download any relevant reports and other historical data prior to the October 10 closing of PPICS. [6/13/14, Slide 23]
Retirement: Frequently Asked Questions

When will we know the data elements for 2014-15?
Data elements are not expected to change in 2014-15.

Is there another database that will take PPICS place?
There will be another data collection method established. The scope and nature of this new method is to be determined. [6/13/14, Slide 30]

How do I indicate my interest to participate in working sessions around a new data reporting method?
Send an email indicating your interest to 21stCCLC_APR@TheTactileGroup.com
Retirement: Frequently Asked Questions

I believe PPICS instructs us to only enter competition and award information for awards that occurred prior to March 2014 not June 2014. Should we enter competition/ward/grantee info for a competition that didn't conclude until May 2014 and whose funds aren't distributed until after July 2014?

To the extent possible, submit as much data as possible for those APR data sections that are officially due in November and December 2014. [6/13/14, Slide 22]
DATA COLLECTION TRANSITION
Data Collection: 2014-15 Data

- While the data collection system is being redesigned, the data to be collected for the **2014-15 school year** will be the **same data that you already collect and report**.

- We will collect input and feedback from SEAs and grantees that will inform the design of the new data collection system.
Transition: Development Plan

- 2014-15 school year will be the same data that you already collect and report

Key Features of the New System
- Custom dashboards with new data visualization features and analysis
- Mobile-compatible – accessible via computers, tablets, and smartphones
- Web-based – access via username and password with no software to download
- Hosted on ed.gov domain
- Able to sustain high volume of concurrent users
Transition: Development Plan

Requirements Gathering


- Listening Session
- Technical Working Group (TWG) meeting

(these dates are not confirmed – exact dates TBD)
Transition: Development Plan

Key Milestones

- Oct 2014: PPICS retires
- Nov 2014: Phase I of new system launches
- Dec 2014: 2013-14 APR released to ED
- Jan 2015: Phase II of new system launches
- Feb 2015: 
- Mar 2015: 
- Apr 2015: 
- May 2015: 
- Jun 2015: 
- Jul 2015: 
- Aug 2015: 
- Sep 2015: 
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Transition: Development Plan

Ongoing Support

- Help Desk: toll-free number and email
- 12 Virtual Technical Assistance Sessions
- Up to 8 Presentations at Conferences

(these dates are not confirmed – exact dates TBD)
Transition: State's Input

- Provide input via
  - TWG meetings
  - Listening sessions
  - 21stCCLC_APR@TheTactileGroup.com
Recap

- On Oct 10, PPICS will be retired
- Design of the replacement system is currently in progress
- We will solicit input through TWG meetings, Listening Sessions, and Help Desk feedback throughout design process
- We will provide technical assistance via the help desk, webinars and at selected conferences
- Phase I will launch in March 2015
- Data collected for pilot system will be the same data that is already collected
- 2013-14 APR will be released to ED in April 2015
- Phase II will launch in August 2015
ED’s Next Steps

Friday, September 26:
- Issue PDF files of PowerPoint slides and recorded webinar link via the 21st CCLC Listserv and to this webinar’s registered participant email list (so that proxies receive slides too).

Please share this time-sensitive information with your data collection stakeholders.

Before or by Tuesday, September 30:
- Issue updated FAQs that incorporate questions posed during today’s webinar and after.
Questions?
Thank you for attending.

You can send follow-up questions to:

21stCCLC_APR@TheTactileGroup.com